Front image from Gaetano Gandolfi’s Diogenes and Alexander, 1792 (oil on canvas).
Front of back: collage by Jo Hedegaard and Filop Finkner, made from Google images.

What you are about to read now is a transcription of an ethos, which
I happen to hold, and hold in various ways: I hold it high above my head
like a steel rail to do pull ups to train my artistic abs, next to me as
a stick to measure myself, my dreams and actions up against, and lastly, I
hold it in my hand as a vital tool to screw up life’s humdrum automatisms
– to poke myself so I sleepwalk a little less.
I’ve acknowledged long ago that the suit of post-modern apathy does not
suit me. It’s way too floppy and sluggish, and dull in colour when you hold
it up in the light. It hangs on any model, dangling, weeping like a willow, and I just refuse to put it on. I want a better fit, more crisp, more
glistening, impeccable! It is at the core of my personal ethos, this refusal of the cynical, all-too-grown-up so-called ‘realism’, and it translates

When Claes Oldenburg wrote his manifesto “Ode to Possibilities” in 1961,
I imagine his fingers to have danced lightly on the typewriter’s tabs. How
else could someone write something so cheeky, iconoclastic even, while
still keeping a light spirit – write sentences bordering nonsense in their
light majesty, like:
“I am for art that is smoked like a cigarette, smells like a pair
of shoes. I am for art that flaps like a flag, or helps blow noses like
a handkerchief. I am for art that is put on and taken off like pants,
which develops holes like socks, which is eaten like a piece of pie, or
abandoned with great contempt like a piece of shit.”02

directly into my artistic precilictions and practice: at heart is a cry

Oldenburg’s claim is to been seen as a wry joke on the art that has

for a spiffy suit that fares lightly in a world where movement is possible.

become so high brow that the eyebrows have left the face and ascended to
the heavens. It’s a humorous attack on the art-for-art’s- sake paradigm, a

In this text, I will be inquiring about how we as artists can engage

thorn in the eye of those who will defend art’s autonomy with their lives,

in somewhat meaningful, critical and progressive activities that evade

claiming art’s non-utility as a fact not to be messed with. But Oldenburg

falling in the trap of neither oh-so predictable critique nor the rather

did: the paragraph above is iconoclastic through and through, written by

incestuous preaching to the choir. I will be discussing whether the artist

the man who put giant soft sandwiches into museum contexts, amongst many

by means of ephemerality, over-identification, and humour can perforate the

others in the manifesto. We can hardly perceive art that can be smoked,

barricades of modern cynicism, and achieve a successful and progressive

eaten or discarded like shit as iconic.

subversion of the existing order.
To this day the paragraph resonates, albeit very easy-going or even ‘pat-

You can perceive it as an extended pen, a prolonged tongue – an ex parte

aphysical03 in its sensibility, because it functions like a sigh of relief -

submission considering how we as artists should position ourselves in the

we-could-also-do-this – and remains exactly what it claims to be: an ode to

light of today’s society, and how we could choose to look into a future
that apocalypse preachers are busy painting black. My suggestion: dress up,
dark as it may look! As Danish poet Dan Turèll wrote: “the least we can do
/ is meeting the catastrophe / with a tightly knit tie.”01

possibilities, a – for a manifesto – outrageously open suggestion for an art
that is up for most things, or up to no good, depending on who you ask.
Reading the manifesto today, it also points forward to something that
actually did happen: a crystallisation of ways to make art, movements,
experiences and ways of expression. New art centers have emerged, artists
have rejected galleries, and social media has come forth to challenge the
more monopolistic landscape of content-producing that Oldenburg was sitting
in, when he wrote his Ode. Back then the world was simply ‘smaller’, and the
information channels fewer.

01 Turèll, Dan: Tja-a Cha-Cha, Borgens Forlag, 1993, p. 28 (my translation)

02 Oldenburg, Claes: Ode To Possibilities, 1961 (here from walker.org)
03 The pseudoscience that places itself above metaphysics. It which defies definition, but one attempt to define it is “the science of
imaginary solutions”. The term was coined by Alfred Jarry in his book Exploits and Opinions of Dr. Faustroll, Pataphysician, published
posthumously in 1911

In the same time, iconic art works have sold for increasingly astronomi-

Like the Mona Lisa that Duchamp mocked, his own most important work has

cal prices, and art sales have seen a a rising curve since the market crash

become one to draw fake moustaches on, metaphorically speaking. One of the

in 1990, suffering comparably little globally from the financial crisis in

most iconoclastic works in art history, it could not avoid becoming an icon

2008 . Classical art pieces are being worshipped as icons no less with the

itself.
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digital age, which is still accelerating with its inherent multiplication
of images that has set our sense of sight in overdrive. Mona Lisa escaped

By rehabilitating the artwork into the mainstream, you rip it of(f)

no selfie, or usie (selfie with more than one person) as I guess we could

its immediate subversive power. There is a certain cruelty to how histo-

call it, mocking Magritte (elle est une peinture!).

ry throws a slur of deliberate misunderstanding – meaning-changing – over
artworks, and it shows an important mechanism: to claim to understand, to

It is curious if we remember the same Oldenburg’s store front (The

‘love to death’, which is precisely to misunderstand a work like Fountain,

Store, also 1961), which can easily be understood as a zesty, bittersweet

which I think was aiming to be forever subversive, outside the mainstream,

pounce (pun intended) at the idea of icons, and the montre that the art-

in opposition, just like Oldenburg’s Store Front, which is now a window

work sits in, the subtitle being something like: “the museum/gallery is

snack for large musea to attract visitors.

where art through being commodified and fetishised goes to die”.
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Ironical-

ly enough, the same art pieces which sought to stir the idea of artworks

If we broaden the vision to today’s late capitalist society, we find

as objects animated by some supreme divine sovereignty, have unwillingly

this problem of impotent critique to be a recurring one. This is not

obtained icon status themselves – the iconoclastic masterworks that aimed

because there is nothing to criticise, or no one to listen to the critique.

to destroy what had come before them, eventually ended up in the proverbial

It is precisely because of the need for subversion that is understood by

gold frame themselves.

everyone in society, including the ones in power that the critique is aimed
at. We live in what Peter Sloterdijk calls ‘enlightened false conscious-

The best example must be Duchamp’s Fountain, which celebrated its 100th

ness’,07 where everyone has become cynical, acknowledging simultaneously

birthday two years ago. The work originated as a very intelligent pun by

the need for alternative solutions, revolt and change, and at the same time

Duchamp, a urinal turned upside down and signed with fake name R. Mutt,

accepting that things cannot be any other way:

which he had enter into an open exhibition, while sitting in the jury
of the exhibition himself. The rather atrocious work was refused causing

Psychologically, present-day cynics can be understood as borderline

Duchamp to leave the jury in rage . Nonetheless, the upside-down urinal

melancholics, who can keep their symptoms of depression under control and

ended up changing the course of art. The original mystically disappeared,

can remain more or less able to work. … Their psychic (seelisch) appara-

but one of the 17 copies that the artist later made now sits in a glass

tus has become elastic enough to incorporate as a survival factor a per-

montre in the MoMA.

manent doubt about their own activities. They know what they are doing,
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but they do it because, in the short run, the force of circumstances and
Especially one rumour lays bare the paradoxical nature of Fountain’s
destiny (and this shall serve as the first rumor to star in this text):

the instinct for self-preservation are speaking the same language, and
they are telling them that it has to be so08.

Iggy Pop, who was fond of Duchamp’s fountain and furious that anyone would
put it in a montre, is said to have gone to MoMA with a plastic bottle con-

Insofar we believe that artists should be among the agents in society

taining his urine, and after having spotted a tiny crack in the montre,

to point out society’s own misconceptions and fallacies, how does the art-

to have jerked his pee furiously through the crack, until caught by staff.

ist then place himself in a landscape where everyone agrees to the system’s

This was Pop’s way of pointing out that by putting the readymade in a mon-

imperfections? Where does this leave the artist who wants to subvert the

tre, it had lost its original purpose in a sort clumsy rehabilitation by

prevailing discourses, and offer alternatives to them – different ways to

history.
04 @ Arts Economics 2018: Figure 1.1. Sales in the Global Art Market 2007-2017 and Inflation Adjusted Auction Sales 1988-2012 by
Artnet. Argument here: http://nymag.com/arts/art/features/16542/
05 Crane, Diane: The Transformation of the Avant-Garde: The New York Art World, 1940-1985, eBook, p. 66
06 Mann, Jon: “How Duchamp’s Urinal Changed Art Forever”, Artsy online magazine, 2017 https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-duchamps-urinal-changed-art-forever

07 Sloterdijk, Peter: Critique of the Cynical Reason, Suhrkamp / Insel, 1986, p. 5-6: “Cynicism is enlightened false consciousness. It
is that modernized, unhappy consciousness, on which enlightenment has labored both successfully and in vain. It has learned its
lessons in enlightenment, but it has not, and probably was not able to, put them into practice. Well-off and miserable at the same
time, this consciousness no longer feels affected by any critique of ideology; its falseness is already reflexively buffered”. (translation from 1987)
08 Sloterdijk, Peter: Critique of the Cynical Reason, Suhrkamp / Insel, 1986, p. 5 (translation from 1987)

live, feel and think? Could we think of a way to not only subvert the dis-

Blockbuster exhibitions now feature the likes of Turell and Eliasson,

courses by virtue of difference, but successfully challenge them today,

where experience trumps commodity. The problem with these tendencies is

where the critical self-reflection is a built-in feature of the system?

that rather than stepping out of the consumer/producer economy of objects,
these experiences become products themselves, with big musea buying artist

Let’s start of by pointing out a few tendencies that make up the pre-

constructed spectacle as packages. Also, we might even suggest that the new

vailing discourse that it could seem meaningful for the artist to subvert.

social media valuta of likes destroys the potential of an ephemeral expe-

First, we have a conformist wave rolling in over us, and politics of intol-

rience to subvert the discourse of commodity. The experiences just get com-

erance: the opposite of an invitation to multifaceted experiences. We are

modified in pictures that generate likes.

subject to more surveillance than ever, and monitored by the state, through
our educational systems (to perform to our max), and by private agents on

The last art piece known to a wider audience that was said to be sub-

our jobs. As if that was not enough, our every move are being watched, as

versive was Banksy’s Girl with Balloon from 2002 (retitled Love is in the

we have sold our privacy cheaply to big, international corporations that

Bin), which was partly shredded during an auction at Sotheby’s. People

work unlike democratic states, like Facebook and Google. On social media, a

talked about the ‘destroyed’ work of art, the piss-take that was the hap-

different social control is exercised.

pening, and how Banksy exposed the folly commercialism of the (commercial)
art world. Even though I initially enjoyed the gimmick, the happening left

The importance of the same social media is growing, as we deposit our

me with a strange, unclassifiable taste in the mouth, a feeling that the

time and social life there, to make a culture that favors quick reproduc-

whole thing was a missed opportunity ultimately playing along with the sys-

tion of images and activities: pictures vouch for the realness of our expe-

tems it postulated to subvert. Why? Because the claim of the artwork being

rience, and social status follows the one who knows how to ‘frame’ him/

self-destructing is simply not true. The artist only shredded the image

herself.

partly, thus disallowing the artwork to escape its commodity status. See,
if instead the artwork had shredded all the way, a performative element of

To paraphrase the old saying of the tree in the forest, relating also

pathetic auctioneer (or maybe intern, or five specialist conservators, who

to the experiencing of art, we might ask: If no one took a selfie with Van

knows?) fumbling around on the floor to resample the drawing would have

Gogh’s pine trees, do they then exist?

been added. In my view, Banksy made a half-statement, but a great media
stunt that has only snowballed the work’s value. The latter is also a valid

Lastly, we could highlight that we live in a culture that is still

statement, and does ridicule the buying class. But after all, isn’t this a

obsessed with commodification and ownership. Artists have always strug-

good example of a work that is subversive in thought and nature, but hardly

gled with this problem. From Duchamp who claimed that he was “interested

effective as such – or, funnily enough, a provocation that self-destructs?

in ideas, not merely visual products” , and had his alter ego Rrose Sélavy
09

(Eros, c’est la vie) stand as godmother to performance art, through to the

Isn’t the impotency beautifully showcased by the fact that everyone,

conceptual artists who were inspired by the ideas of concept as matter .

including the people who were targeted, seemed to love it? This brings

Still, we must admit, the art market is booming mercilessly – as with the

us back to Sloterdijk and the problem that seems to stand in our way more

ability to commodify and quantify things. After all, even Piero Manzoni’s

than anything: the apathy that is produced in citizens whose ‘oppressor’,

shit was commodified.

or system, will happily invite you in, treat you tea, and have you ramble

10
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And, albeit we live in a materialistic society with

a growing middle class for whom ownership is key, there are in these years

and talk dirt about it for hours, and worse than that, even agree with you

remarkable objections to this discourse with a circular sharing economy on

about its own shortcomings. And further, a system whose face is becoming

the rise , and the economy of experiences and relational aesthetics being

increasingly difficult to see, due to the system’s internalization in our-

important factors in art.

selves and our behavioral patterns, and different and new agents (eg. SoMe)

12
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‘producing desires’ in us.
09 moma.org: “Marcel Duchamp and the Readymade” https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/themes/dada/marcel-duchamp-and-the-readymade/
10 Brenson, Michael (19-10-1990). "Review/Art; In the Arena of the Mind, at the Whitney". New York Times.
11 with reference to Piero Manzoni’s Merde d’Artiste from 1961
12 www.uxplanet.org: “The Rise of the Circular Economy” https://uxplanet.org/the-rise-of-the-circular-economy-8fdfc0a18ca5
13 See for example: Bourriaud, Nicolas: Relational Aesthetics, Les presses du réel, 1998

Writer Mark Fischer describes the apathy one can feel in the meeting
with an opaque system, as he compares the encounter to that of calling the
call center. As with the call center there is no one who can fix your prob-

lem, though everyone can recognise it and agree to the fact that it should
be fixed, which builds an anger in the caller that has no meaningful target,14 as the caller can never get to talk to the very people who invented
the stupid system. So where to aim one’s anger? Aiming for the face of the
oppressor is like shooting at the moon with a water pistol. You won’t hit it.

Before, I cited Marcel Duchamp as one of the godparents of performance
art, thinking about him performing his female alter ego, Rrose Sélavy.
Other figures around that baptismal font could be said to be the Italian

In this landscape it might seem difficult not to throw in the towel.

futurists, or the Dadaists.16 However, I will try to convince you that the

But it would be a depressive conclusion for someone embarking on leading

real godfather of performance art was Diogenes of Sinope, born four hun-

a critical life, and making art in the hope that the small changes effect

dred years before Christ. Normally labeled a philosopher, Diogenes was part

bigger ones, which also seems an odd given, as we can hardly, with our

of the Cynics (then meaning dog-like, from Greek

sanity intact, understand our actions as making no difference. We can see

was said to be an outrageous presence. We know him from his obscene actions

all the time that they do, enlightened falsely conscient as we are. Vaclav

in public space, for example defecating and masturbating, as well as a

Havel’s idea of dissent seems a healthy starting point: “dissent [is] not as

bunch of anecdotes.

kyno,

which means dog), and

an alternative political ideology but, rather, an individual’s insistence on
his own humanity, on thinking and doing things, even the smallest things,
honestly” .
15

Among the best ones is one where Diogenes displays himself as a great
satirist (an attitude that I will return to later), walking into Plato’s
academy. Plato’s and Diogenes’ thinking was head to head, rivaling each oth-

With this in mind I will discuss strategies to subvert the prevailing

er: where Plato famously believed in the dualism of Phenomena and Ideas,

discourse (represented by various actors in a complex system), anti-commod-

Diogenes was a philosopher of the body, who looked with contempt and mockery

ifiable, non-reproducible and non-conformist art, and ways that artists can

at such lofty airy-fairy talk17. Plato had then received praise for defining

make meaningful, subversive statements, here meaning not only making state-

man as a ‘featherless biped’, and one day Diogenes dropped into the Academy

ments that disagree, but statements that are somewhat effective in their

with a plucked chicken, exclaiming: “behold! I’ve brought you a man!”18.

subversion.
Even more famous is the anecdote of Diogenes and Alexander the Great, who
had great admiration for Diogenes. One day, he and his gang passed by Diogenes, who was lying in his infamous barrel licking sun. Alexander, eager to
fulfill any one Diogenes’ wishes, asked the philosopher what he wished for,
to which Diogenes replied promptly: “that you stand out of my sun!”19
This is cheek for the history books, a one-liner completely dismissing
power, and even the very notion of power. What is so remarkable about Diogenes is exactly that he has entered the history books with no written word
of his own attesting to his status. On the contrary, he thrives to this day
on the power of the anecdotes in which he is the scandalous hero, or should
we say, subversive performance artist.
This reminds us of an important problem surrounding subversion, and
14 “The call center distils the political phenomenology of late capitalism: the boredom and frustration punctuated by cheerily
piped PR, the repeating of the same dreary details many times to different poorly trained and badly informed operatives, the
building rage that must remain impotent because it can have no legitimate object, since - as is very quickly clear to the caller - there
is no-one who knows, and no-one who could do anything even if they could. Anger can only be a matter of venting; it is aggression
in a vacuum, directed at someone who is a fellow victim of the system but with whom there is no possibility of communality. Just as
the anger has no proper object, it will have no effect. in this experience of a system that is unresponsive, impersonal, centerless, abstract and fragmentary, you are as close as you can to confronting the artificial stupidity of Capital in itself”. Fischer, Mark: Capitalist
Realism, O Books, 2009.
15 Remnick, David: “Václav Havel Takes a Bow”, The New Yorker, published February 17 and 24, 2003

more specifically subversion that takes on an ephemeral character: the
overwhelming risk of being forgotten, or not being seen at all – of slowly
16 Britannica Encyclopedia, article on performance art: https://www.britannica.com/art/performance-art
17 Sloterdijk, Peter: Critique of the Cynical Reason, Suhrkamp / Insel, 1986, p. 585 (translation from 1987)
18 Philosophy Now Magazine’s website: ““The Ancient Cynics: The First Environmentalists” https://philosophynow.org/issues/65/
The_Ancient_Cynics_The_First_Environmentalists
19 see 18

sliding into marginalization. One could of course ask: what is wrong with

I find the gesture quite interesting, also because it is playing on

being marginalized? This is a very good question. Isn’t this idea of been

something so banal and harmless, subversive at heart, although hardly a

seen an expression of banal human self-agrandissement, or even megalomania?

piece to stir anything outside its own event. Still it’s a seminal

It might be, but we have undertaken the task to look at works that we know

fuck,

of, which would, logically enough, not be possible if they would have been

way, it’s showing the way for art as rumor, it opens the field, but also has

forgotten. And secondly, we have undertaken the challenge to find ways that

a few severe pitfalls, if the objective is to survive Münster, here under-

art can subvert the existing discourse, with the starting point that art

stood as surviving in the minds of the audience, as a rumor that is still

is a possibly life-overturning occupation and portal through which one can

alive and spreading. Most obviously the fact that it’s an unattractive

enter and cause real change in the world.

rumor to spread beyond the 18th of August 2007, and the overhanging risk

mind

and a reminder that art can also be getting in people’s heads. In this

that the audience might not even have known about this rumor’s art staAnother valid question we should also pose, is why artists should

tus, didn’t recognized themselves as recipients of an art piece. The fact

abstain from producing and selling objects. What is wrong with making a

is, though, that the rumor has survived, however ironically morphed into a

living of one’s artistic practice? For simplicity, let us conclude that the

thing to be written about, from its ungovernable oral nature.

aim is now find acts and artworks that subvert the discourse of commodity without playing along with it, even though this position is and will be
idealistic (as one has to feed the family – and the dog, of course).

We must also admit there is something curiously ballsy in working so
ephemerally. It’s like having a staring contest with Death to make something almost unseeable, in a world whose mantra of the season is “hear me!

As it happens, we do have examples of artists whose ephemeral activities of the past are still activities of interest, and artists who worked

See me!”. It takes cojones to risk total oblivion, to have a rumor facing a
bronze statue and go: “may the best piece endure!”

with rumors (something hardly commodifiable) that are still remembered
today. One of them is David Hammons. The African-American once said stated

This brings us back to the problem of subversive acts, as the same fea-

“rumours live a very long time”, and that “[a snowball] goes against bronze

tures that can make art famous or mainstream, are the ones who adhere to

sculptures and all this stuff that is supposed to last.”

the discourse that the subversive piece seeks to subvert: the ability to
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This notion that

the rumour endures even better than bronze, indeed cast Hammons’ career.

commodify it, the ability to reproduce it (social media), and for that mat-

Many of his works are fiercely ephemeral, his best known work being no

ter its ability to conform to a somewhat familiar vocabulary.

exception: Blizz-aard Ball Sale from 1983 (where he sold snowballs on Cooper Square in New York amongst other street vendors following the blizzard

It makes it the more interesting, when people in positions with great

of 1983). Let there be no question, though, that his most extreme piece in

reach set up rules to make sure to align with the values of the initiator.

terms of ephemerality must be his Weather Rumour from Skulptur Projekte

Hans-Ulrich Obrist’s do it is a good example. The project began in 1993 and

Münster 07.

is an ongoing curatorial project, taking departure in instruction works by
artists, for the viewer to carry out (or not carry out). What is remarkable

An art piece so thin and slender that it is almost ungraspable, evapo-

is that despite having a bulk of well-selling artists contributing to the

rating, especially if we are forced to perceive it as art. Curator Antho-

initiative, the project has stringent rules to make sure that all artworks

ny Huberman goes even further, planing it even thinner, describing it as a

stemming from the different do it editions be destroyed at the end of the

‘rumoured rumour’ . This piece was Hammons spreading the rumour that it

exhibition, hence avoiding becoming commodities23. What such an exhibition

would be rain on the 18th of August (one of the days of the sculpture fes-

concept tells us is that the value is in the dialogue, and in the action,

tival), despite there being no official weather forecast to support the

and it underlines this point by disallowing the works to ever become per-

claim. On the 18th of August the sun shone unashamedly. And everyone was

manent marketable objects. This disallowance of the commercial becomes a

talking about the weather.

liberation for the artist
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– an

allowance to forget about concerns such as

whether a work is sellable or durable, and to focus on other aspects of the
work and the artistic process.
20 Filipovic, Elena, Blizz-aard Ball Sale, Afterall Books, 2017, p. 138
21 Filipovic, Elena, p. 123-124
22 Filipovic, Elena, p. 123-124

23 Obrist, Hans-Ulrich: do it – the compendium, Independent Curators Int., 2013, p. 18

Another way to avoid any timely trend is to simply place your project
outside ‘reality’ (in brackets!), and inside an imaginary realm. Just like
kids playing a game in a parallel reality, the artist can try and insist
on not being polluted by what we normally consider as real. A piece that

As artists, we are forever locked in the expectation put on us to formulate

relocates in this peculiar way is The Kingdoms of Elgaland-Vargaland, an

alternatives to the existing order. It seems almost to be in art’s DNA – making

ongoing project by the Swedish artist duo Hausswolff and Elggren, who made

something that wasn’t already there, out of a longing for it to be. The art-

their own country, or micro-nation, and instated themselves as kings, and

ist is rarely portrayed as realist, but rather a dreamer who carves out small

their artist friends and the likes as ministers. Just as real nations, they

pieces for his or her idea of Utopia. With over-identification, this is flipped

have a flag and a national anthem, they offer possibility of citizenship

on its head. Rather than coming up with new possible realities or alternatives,

(and passports) to everyone, and they are working to annex all no man’s

the artist becomes a sort of hyper-realist that gets even more real than real-

land in the world. Elggren has been said to look like "the street-corner

ity.26 If one wants to criticise capitalism, one must become a hyper-capital-

lunatic with a paper crown who declares himself King".24

ist, even more capitalistic than the capitalists. The strategy “asks of artists
to ignore society’s pathetic demand for small creative acts and inversely, to

The micro-nation and its kings work on both ‘real’ and philosophical

uncompromisingly identify with the ruling order itself and to act out its logic

planes: they are in many ways, trying to behave like citizens of a ‘real’

in its most extreme, dystopian form.”27 Essentially, the over-identifier takes

country, for example by attempting to travel with their Elgaland-Vargaland

society to its own last resort (and asks it: “do you like the view?”)

passports. In the philosophical realm, they have claimed all no man’s land,
also internal, as well as having annexed Utopia.25

For example, it is an expression of over-identification when the Yes Men
make candles out of deceased fat people or propose to solve global starvation

The Elgaland-Vargaland project is an example of conceptual art trying to

by making burgers out of the (processed, of course!) feces of the first world

‘work’ in the ‘real world’ – one reality working within another. The work is

habitants (The Yes Men, 2003).28 And it is an expression of over-identification

imaginative, but also becomes strangely real, because it also annexes the

when Maurizio Cattelan assembles a football team of African immigrants to play

strategies of real nations, insisting to operate in the same ways, claim-

in a local Italian league, with the fictional sponsor ‘RAUSS’ worn on their

ing independence, establishing bureaucracy etc. Making up a nation shield-

chests (Southern Suppliers FC, 1991)29.

ed by conceptual art’s employable super-naïvité, the duo can ask relevant
questions about what a nation is and point to the modus operandi of nation

Another great example we find of this type of work is Christoph Schlingen-

states, e.g. their immigration policies, rethorics, notions of inside and

sief’s Ausländer Raus (Schlingensief’s Container) from 2002. In the touristic

outside, racism and fascism.

heart of Vienna, Schlingensief placed a container, decorated with a banner
wearing the right wing populist slogan “AUSLÄNDER RAUS!” (foreigners out!). In

It is in a sense, remembering the madman accusation, ‘street corner

there, he continued his trajectory of working with tv concepts by conducting a

lunatic nation making’, an attempt to create something as important as a

Big Brother show with 12 immigrants that, in order to stay in the show, had to

nation from the bottom in a world that is controlled from the top.

prove their love for Austria. Two immigrants were voted off the show daily via
web-voting.30

All this aside, again, it is a great rumor, and maybe the rumor is
the most durable part of the project: “did you hear about these two art-

Schlingensief perverted show caused an uproar in Austria, and gained atten-

ists that made their own country?” The strength of the offhand telling

tion all over Europe, becoming a nucleus surrounded by controversy during the

about this project points to the core of why I am interested in the rumor:

week it was going on. What Schlingensief was doing was over-identifying with

because it widens our imaginative palette (an important asset or even goal

the logic of the extreme right at the time, who were (caution: biased seman-

of artmaking) by its own virtue suggesting that “you could also do this;

tics) marching forward in the polls. And not only that: he paired it with

this is also possible; you can also live this way.”

24 Bey/Bailey: Micro-bionic: Radical Electronic Music and Sound Art in the 21st Century, Creation Books. 2009, p. 130.
25 Kunsthal Charlottenborg: “The Kingdoms of Elgaland-Vargaland”, exhibition catalogue, 2016

26 BAVO: Cultural Activism Today. The Art of Over-Identification, episode publishers, 2007, p. 7
27 BAVO, p. 7
28 The Yes Men: The Yes Men, documentary, 82 minutes, available on Youtube
29 Bishop, Claire, "Delegated Performance: Outsourcing Authenticity”, CUNY Academic Works, 2012, p. 3
30 material from the deceased artist’s website/database: www.schlingensief.com, and BAVO p. 32-35

another contemporary tendency: reality tv. Namely Big Brother, which refers

gringo – Alÿs – has a sign at his feet that says ‘Turista’, tourist.32

directly to the control society of Orwell’s dystopian novel 1984 – in this
sense, over-mimicking cheap entertainment by making the premise dead seri-

What is worth noticing is that the artist has placed himself on the street

ous: love Austria, or you’re out. Big Brother is watching you, and you can

among ordinary people – his action is not pronounced or proclaimed as art, a

keep nothing to yourself – not even your innermost thoughts or affections. The

strategy that uncannily reminds us Hammons’ Blizz-aard Ball Sale. Alÿs’ act

triumph of Schlingensief’s piece is that he barely fictionalises, but rather

could surely be perceived as one of ‘absurd solidarity’, both pointing to a

observes, takes a narrative that is already there, and adds a few paragraphs,

political reality existing in Mexico at the time (eg. job market, unemploy-

showing the sickly root of the logic. Some of the language he even steals 1:1,

ment), but also to the sheer inequality of the situation: the tourist is by

such as the ausländer raus-shout, but by doing that he also ends up recontex-

default useless, and then again, the piece jokes, could he, instead of being a

tualizing it, hijacking its future meaning – as the meaning of the art action

tool, be a tool? Could he actually be useful?

inevitably stains the original, straightforward meaning. The placement of the
banner, and the whole project, is a stroke of genius: by placing the project in

By placing himself out in the urban space without further pointers than

the tourist center, with the sour caption on it, he points to the racism of the

himself and his sign, the piece is surely meant to produce a strange encounter.

alt right, as it is hardly the tourists coming to frequent the Opera, who are

Maybe Alÿs is also over-identifying with a certain sense of hypocrisy in the

not welcome in Austria. It’s the dirty, poor immigrants.

tourist of the sort: “I am solidaric with the people, I am one of them”, when
the case is that as long as we have structured our global economy as we have,

On top of all this, Schlingensief had the cheek to add an element of pop-

real equality is not a possibility – there will always be this inequality,

ular vote, which is, as with all voting, a political act. The wry subtitle

always be (predominantly Western) tourists dangling in dirty streets, throwing

of this being double-sided: voting is a banal, normal process in democratic

around their long limbs.

societies and on the other side: you have a vote – and how you vote actually
affects the course of events, be it in a tv-program or national politics.

Lastly, it’s remarkable that only a few images survived the event itself.
Indubitably, the artist must have had faith in the scanty documentation that

A last aspect to remark upon is the touch of unreality that one feels with

is available, but maybe even more so in the ability of the event to survive as

Schlingensief’s project: the late modern anything goes is at play here, a shuf-

something else than picture: as a rumor, urban fable, or anecdote. In an inter-

fling and assemblage of meaning(s) and formats. It is essentially a humorous

view with Russell Ferguson, Alÿs stated that he would like to see his actions

nod to the folks who see politics after The End of History

as ‘potential urban myths'. He was more interested in, in the vein of what I
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as a sort of game

show, as entertainment. Schlingensief was ahead of his time – one could cer-

mentioned with The Kingdoms of Elgaland-Vargaland project, to ‘insert a narra-

tainly wish he had lived long enough (or maybe exactly not!) to witness how

tive in a city, rather than an object’.33

reality tv and politics indeed have crossed over (and reality has exceeded fiction) in the last few years with the election of Donald Trump. This is the irony of fate.

This is interesting, because it informs the way the artist looks at documentation, and furthermore raises questions of what documentation is as such.
Tim Neutel suggests that a turn towards documentation-production “enables

Let me jump to another artist, Francis Alÿs (who, apropos rumor, was the one

the work to situate itself in a context which is constantly moving, in dia-

to send a peacock to the Venice Biennale in 2001 in the place of himself with

logue with the present”,34 and when you have, like here, an anecdote or rumour

his work Mr. Peacock), who also has used the strategy of over-identification in

of an event understanding itself as the main documentation, this dialogue is

his practice. But whereas Schlingensief is head on with banners and in your
face, Alÿs’ over-identification is more harmless, almost silly, but still poignant. His work Turista from 1994 is a good example. What surrenders the action
is – symptomatic, this sparse documentation – a bunch of photographs of Alÿs
lined up amongst Mexican laborers, such a house painter and a plumber offering
their services at the Zócalo square in Mexico City. The excessively lanky white

31 with reference to Francis Fukuyama’s 1992 book The End of History and the Last Man

32 Medina/Ferguson/Fisher: Francis Alÿs, Phaidon Books, 2007, p. 11
33 “When I stepped out of the field of architecture, my first impulse was not to add to the city, but to absorb what was already
there, to work with the residues, or the negative spaces, the holes, the spaces in between. Because of the immense amount of
material produced on a daily basis by a huge city like Mexico City, it is very difficult to justify the act of adding another piece of
matter to that already saturated environment. My reaction was to insert a story into the city rather than an object. it was my way of
affecting a place at a very precise moment of its history, even just for an instant. If the story is right, if it hits a nerve, it can propagate
like a rumour. Stories can pass through a place without the need to settle. They have a life of their own. If the script meets the expectation and addresses the anxieties of that society at the right time and place, it may become a story that survives the event itself.
At that moment, it has the potential to become a fable or an urban myth”. (Medina/Ferguson/Fisher: p. 25-26).
34Neutel, Tim: “Not Here, Not Now”, BA Thesis Gerrit Rietveld Academie (self-published), 2019

rendered uncontrollable, fleed-footed, recalcitrant. It also seems a radical

with all the assumptions that adhere to these different categories. When think-

choice of documentation in times that are obsessed with visual ‘evidence’. On

ing about the virtue of opacity, I was reminded by the Édouard Glissant’s term

the other hand, we might argue that precisely because we are exposed to an

right to opacity. For Glissant, the opaque holds subversive quality, but in a

overloaded stream of images day in day out, the anecdote or rumor has bet-

different context: namely for the colonized, who have always been seen as the

ter chance of persisting, as it not just another photo in the feed. Again, we

Other by the Western people, and seen as impossible to understand. For Glis-

remember David Hammons laughing at the durability of bronze.

sant the burden of making yourself understood has been put on the colonized,
to have their otherness accepted by trying to be as transparent as possible,

Such view also calls for a reflection on believing in the gesture, of real-

where for Glissant it is crucial for the oppressed to refuse to be understood

ly standing by one’s action. This seems crucial in two ways: first, a success-

completely and insist on existing as different.35 Where transparency is play-

ful over-identification demands that one stays in the role. No elbows in the

ing to the beat of the oppressor, opacity can produce different encounters and

side of anyone, like wink-wink, it’s just for fun, but a real identification

understandings.

that goes beyond proving a point, and beyond a photograph. If Alÿs would just
get in line for a quick snapshot to post on his then non-existing Instagram,

I wonder if artists should not steal this term and employ it in our concep-

the whole action would lose its weight and value. It’s also hardly conceivable

tual artillery. Art could find shelter in such idea and strength to subvert by

that Alÿs would do that, given his ambition to become urban myth à la: “did you

its virtue of being different, and resisting defining itself – leave transparency

hear about the tourist who offered his services at the Zócalo amongst work-

as a virtue for the foggy face of Power to aspire to. This could go for all art,

ers?”. To become urban fable the action has to be real. It can be set up and

but here, more specifically I point to work that acts unusually in the social or

acted, scripted from top to toe, but it has to be carried out in a reliable

political domain, such as the artists working with over-identification.

manner.
To refuse both to be discarded or elevated as art is key here – the insisThe people framing a given act are notorious: we ascribe art to actions

tence of not belonging to a specific group, but acting as a free agent combin-

made by artists. We can call it a performance, even though Alÿs calls it an

ing different skills and perspectives, including the artistic. The impact of

action, and people will. But in this kind of action, this goes a bit further,

the Yes Men, for example, is peaking when they are opaque, before the mask has

as the artist must accept that his audience can take on different forms, just

fallen (if it ever does). Like the successful street action with its production

as he must accept the hybrid nature of any action carried out in public. Pub-

of a strange, undefinable encounter, the impact is only accelerated insofar as

lic performance does not have the luxury of defining itself – it is modulable

the action cannot be discarded with a quick hand gesture as ‘mere activism’, or

in the eyes of the beholder, and defies any one singular labeling, try as one

‘mere art’.

might. Its audience is also flexible, as there is the immediate audience, the
witnesses of the action, and later different audiences looking at the residues

The power of the works that work in this vein, is that they develop their

of the action in different more or less defined spaces, from art galleries to

own opaque poetics, their own rules that lie outside the realm of art as we

the Internet, or spreading the rumor of the event in gossipy pubs.

know it, as well as out of activism. They are not a Greenpeace banner against
Big Oil, but a deliberate succumbing to what they rebel against, and gentle in

But whereas the audience of a residue will have an easier time dissecting

their way in that there is no overt confrontation. Or, at least, the confronta-

and framing an event, the audience of the event itself might very well find

tion becomes blurry, as one can only guess about the sender’s intentions – the

themselves incapable of quickly boxing in the encounter on their way to some-

sender that proclaims to be all for it.

thing else. Herein lies a great strength: this uncertainty is the premise for
possibly creating a fresh new encounter with random otherness. The opacity of

What is so powerful about this strategy is that it in this way forces the

the action demands courage of the artist, who will need to accept being defined

onlooker to make up his own mind, and may I add, has faith in the audience to

as something far from what he prefers: a madman, an idiot – or a tourist.

understand the horror of the action to a certain extent. The roles and the
meaning-making become fluid in this way.

This grey zone of possible ‘misunderstanding’ is what the artist accepts,
when he stands by the gesture, not pronouncing it as either critique, satire or
art. Naming it as any one thing brings the possibility of a 1:1 understanding,
35 Glissant, Édouard, and Betsy Wing: Poetics of Relation. University of Michigan Press, 2010, pp. 190.

When the Yes Man Andy Bichlbaum posed as Dow executive reimbursing the victims of the Bhopal disaster, he exposed Dow’s sheer cynicism, as a real Dow
executive had to come out later and undo ‘the right thing’. But he was also
faced with another problem: the people of Bhopal went ballistic with joy, when

This chapter is about humor, so let me first tell a few jokes that would

they heard the news. And due to the Yes Men, not Dow, they would get as dis-

have made Diogenes laugh. The first joke I heard Slavoj Žižek tell in a lec-

appointed when they heard that the news was fake. Herein lies the problem of

ture.38 So: We’re in the Jewish synagogue, at the service during the chabad,

the opacity and the good intention in showing society its own final station if

where a big rabbi gets up and ritually proclaims in front on the crowd: “I

the train keeps rolling – the problem with over-identification as such: that it

am nobody, God, and not even worthy of your attention”. Then a rich Jewish

will be misunderstood, and maybe to a degree where it leads to an expansion of

merchant gets up and declares: “dear God, I am also nobody, not even worthy

the problem it seeks to solve, rather than resistance. At least if, and this if

of your attention”. Finally, a poor jew stands up and says: “God, I am also

is important, the action-takers do not know (all of) their audience(s).

nobody (...)”, and as he does, the rich merchant elbow-pokes the rabbi whispering: “who is this guy to think he can say he is also a nobody?”.

It is important to remark here that the intended audience of the Yes Men
was of course not Bhopal residents, but the media class and the resource-

Another joke in familiar comical terrain is from Monty Python’s Life of

ful Western population. The happening was a call to raise awareness about the

Brian, when Brian is urged to talk in front of his newfound followers (right

catastrophe and the heartbreaking unfairness of the whole situation. Just as

after his mum proclaiming: “he’s not the Messiah, he’s a very naughty boy!”):

manifested in Santiago Sierra’s controversial 1999 work 250cm Line Tattooed on

“you’re all individuals! You’re all different!”, to which the crowd goes:

6 Paid People , which is exactly what it proclaims, in order to show the priv-

“we’re all individuals! We’re all different!”, except for one person who

ileged classes their own privilege, you must take a bunch of unprivileged peo-

raises his hand and says: “I’m not”.
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ple hostage in that demonstration.
These two jokes are – well, iconic – jokes in that they are nails of
One could defend the strategy, as it does produce an almost bodily disgust in

truth in the eye of big pretence. Where the first joke effectively uncovers

the viewer, perhaps therefore producing a desire for change. Sometimes, it even

the hierarchy that pretends to not exist in the situation, the other punc-

produces immense poetry. I mentioned Alÿs earlier, but an even more poignant exam-

tures an easy agreement that we can come to via language – that we are all

ple knocks on the door: gonzo journalist Mads Brügger’s documentary The Ambassa-

different – when the case might as well be that we are all the same in our

dor from 2011,

being different (except the only one who exclaims his non-difference, hence

37

where Brügger endeavours to become a diplomat and blood diamond

merchant in Liberia. In reality, Brügger was a gaffer, pointing the spotlight to

being different from the rest of the group).

inequality and corruption in the country, and the the cold calculus of European agents in the diamond trade. There’s a scene in the movie whose horrific, but

The humorist points out the discrepancy between what a situation professes

magnetic poetry may just excuse its abusive nature: the backdrop is that Brügger

to be and what it is – the expectation or social agreement of what something

has promised to start a match stick factory in the capital Monrovia, and to get a

is, and then what we see right in front of us. The satirists have always been

cheap working force he turns to the Pygmy people. The Pygmies are highly stigma-

a pain in the ass to the otherwise well seated power, because they can – with

tised, and Brügger hiring them serves – in this perverted universe – as a sort of

sparse and precise words – speak the truth. Interestingly, as the story goes,

social favor. The match factory is of course just a cover up for Brügger’s corrupt

it’s the child who calls out the emperor for wearing no clothes,39 and could

activities. The horrific, poetic scene plays out when Brügger goes to a Pygmy vil-

this be because so many of us grown ups are so deeply embedded, and invest-

lage, and they give him a heartfelt, human welcome, and proceed to dance with him.

ed, in our social constructs that our proverbial satirical balls have sunken

This is crying beauty that you cannot know what to do with, so loaded and complex

in and become raisins? We still remember the story of Diogenes and Alexan-

that it hurts. And in that moment, it is as if Brügger – looking straight at his

der, because it is such a remarkable Bartleby-esque “I would prefer not to”40

highly educated audiences in the West – is dancing with Absurdity, Randomness, and

to authority, a momentary disregard of hierarchies as well as consequences of

the West’s cruel cynicism itself.

unfiltered free speech. It reminds us of the basics of life, which is not useless hierarchies, but sun and shadow.

36 Bishop, Claire, "Delegated Performance: Outsourcing Authenticity”, CUNY Academic Works, 2012, p. 5
37 The Ambassador, directed by Mads Brügger, 2011, 97 minutes, Drafthouse Films

38 Zizek, Slavoj: “White Guilt & Victimhood Culture” on Youtube
39 with reference to Hans Christian Andersen’s short tale The Emperor’s New Clothes
40 with reference to Herman Melville’s book Bartleby, the Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street

The artist is in the privileged position to be free to criticise in any

Kundera also interestingly describes the demonic laughter as ‘light’,

open society, thereby taking on a role not unfamiliar to the Shakespearean

a value that the author has written about extensively – just remember

fool: the one to speak the truth, not least because he is an odd looking

his perhaps most famous book The Unbearable Lightness of Being. What is

on-looking outsider. ”This is not altogether fool, my lord”, as it is said

remarkable here is that the light laugh is the only real laugh, and simul-

about one of the fool’s assertions in King Lear.

taneously the laugh that acknowledges the absurd condition of the human.
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The artist should, in

my view, put on the jester’s hat and aspire to the qualities that we also

This laugh performs a bringing us back to the root of the human experi-

find in Diogenes: standing tall in his metaphorical clown shoes, proclaim-

ence, but by its action takes a little weight off our shoulders.

ing his/her truth, unafraid of the judging eyes of the outside. Maybe the
artist could find inspiration in Diogenes, and even more so for his pen-

It makes one remember Danish existentialist Søren Kierkegaard, who

chant for truth (man is not a featherless biped!) than his penchant for

spoke about what he called the three Existence-Spheres: the aesthetic,

provocation (masturbating in public), as the provocateur today (this is not

the ethical and the religious. Overseen by many, there are links the bind

ancient Greece!) faces the problem of how to provoke in a provoking way,

the three together, two bridges: irony and humor. The ironist becomes eth-

and not the way the power wants to be provoked. We might assert that the

ical by being able to set himself apart from the totality, in this way

‘welcome’ provocation ends up running the errands of the ones in power,

he avoids becoming laughable himself. The humorist, though, extends his

becoming the necessary counter power that prevents real change and pre-

understanding to the totality. Kierkegaard perceives humor as the last

serves status quo.

level of existential awareness,45 before one enters the sphere of religious
faith. Humor is to be able to ‘painlessly bear contradiction’, and the

Blessed is the artist in that he or she can exhibit the up-drift uncon-

understanding that any singular statement indirectly expresses the total-

trollable impulse of naught, which Sloterdijk names as one of the key human

ity. He also claims that humor is the ability ‘to let the childish reflect

characteristics that can help us out of the deadlock of modern (!) cynicism.
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in the Total-Conscience’, and concludes that humor, by acknowledging the
totality, contains pain, and therefore also a sympathy.46

Laughing is the attitude of breaking. Of breaking fake tablets, breaking
news to the people, breaking the big fat fake scenery, and breaking into

Kierkegaard’s thought is not unfamiliar to Kundera’s, in that they

the machinery of power with big dirty shoes, pointing out the obvious fal-

agree that humor expresses an understanding of the true, human condition,

lacies beneath the shiny surfaces. Guillaume Apollinaire’s line “my glass

the absurd of the totality (if we merge them). But whereas Kierkegaard’s

broke, like a burst of laughter”

superstructure is unmistakably Christian, Kundera suggests that the demon-
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is telling because, however perhaps sub-

liminally, it links humor and destruction. Another writer who writes about

ic laugh ‘is laughing at God’s work’. The angels who want everything to

this relation, is Milan Kundera. In The Book of Laughter and Forgetting

have a deeper ordered, set meaning (as God wanted it to be!) know only

from 1979, he distinguishes between two laughs: the laugh of the demons,

‘mimicry of their adversary’,47 which, Kundera writes, has forever left us

the destructive one, real laughter and then the laugh of angels, which is

in a ‘semantic imposture’, as laughing can now mean both laughing like an

a nervous, awkward laugh that serves to say: everything is as it should be.

angel and a demon, despite their apparent and important difference.

An edifying laugh, but fake
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(see quote).

41 Shakkespeare, William: King Lear, Act I, scene IV, line 155
42 www.information.dk: “Når kynisme ankommer til dumhed”
43 Apolinnaire, Guillaume: “Nuit Rhénane” (Rhénanes, Alcools, 1913)
44 Things deprived suddenly of their supposed meaning, of the place assigned to them in the so-called order of things (a Moscow-trained Marxist believing in horoscopes), make us laugh. In origin, laughter is thus of the devil’s domain. It has something
malicious about it (things suddenly turning out different from what they pretended to be), but to some extent also a beneficent
relief (things are less weighty than they appeared to be, letting us live more freely, no longer oppressing us with their austere
seriousness).The first time an angel heard the devil’s laughter, he was dumbfounded. That happened at a feast in a crowded room,
where the devil’s laughter, which is terribly contagious, spread from one person to another. The angel clearly understood that
such laughter was directed against God and against the dignity of his works. He knew that he must react swiftly somehow, but felt
weak and defenseless. Unable to come up with anything of his own, he aped his adversary. Opening his mouth, he emitted broken,
spasmodic sounds in the higher reaches of his vocal range (a bit like the sound made on the street of a seaside town by Michelle
and Gabrielle), but giving them an opposite meaning: whereas the devil’s laughter denoted the absurdity of things, the angel on the
contrary meant to rejoice over how well ordered, wisely conceived, good, and meaningful everything here below was. Thus the
angel and the devil faced each other and, mouths wide open, emitted nearly the same sounds, but each one’s noise expressed the

This semantic imposture, I have wondered about, even before I knew what
a semantic imposture was. It seems safe to remark that there are different
laughters ringing through the rooms of different cultural institutions,
and particularly in art galleries I’ve always noticed this uncomfortably
absolute opposite of the other’s. And seeing the angel laugh, the devil laughed all the more, all the harder, and all the more blatantly, because the laughing angel was infinitely comical. Laughable laughter is disastrous. Even so, the angels have gained something
from it. They have tricked us with a semantic imposture. Their imitation of laughter and (the devil’s) original laughter are both called
by the same name. Nowadays we don’t even realize that the same external display serves two absolutely opposed internal attitudes.
There are two laughters, and we have no word to tell one from the other. Kundera, Milan: The Book of Laughter and Forgetting,
Knopf, 1979, p. 130
45 Kierkegaard, Søren: Samlede Værker (volume 7), published at C. A: Reitzel, 1846, p. 436
46 Kierkegaard, Søren: p. 482
47 see 43

introverted, almost creepy laugh. I never hear the real cracked up laugh-

It’s hard to contest the fact though, that the real iconoclastic work

ter, the evil and pulverising one, still the sounds emitted by the audi-

performs a destructive laughter. So, where does that leave the audience?

ence cannot be characterised as anything else than laughter. The ‘gallery

I will put forward the claim that the ‘gallery laugh’ in Kundera’s term

laugh’ is indeed an impotent one, bereft of the superior, even physical

is the laugh of angels, because the works sit there, laughing devilishly

benefits of the evil from-the-stomach laugh (we might suggest in extension

at the audience –

that there are two such things as a physical and non-physical laugh).

ambushing laugh laughable, pathetic. So let’s be a little naughty here:

the joke is on you! Which, again, makes the audience’s

maybe the art encounter is for the most part hilarious and hilariously
If we relate laughter to breaking, we must also relate it to the icono-

depressing, tragicomic: it’s an awkward situation, where the audience has

clast. Couldn’t it be so that the real iconoclast laughs hard, but in that

to laugh gawkily to not have their very worldview disrupted by the grenade

hard, destructive laugh, apparent postulated meaning in the thing being

that the iconoclast work sneaks unseemingly into the purses of their mid-

laughed at gets lost in the abyss of the total meaning?

dle-aged blue haired aunt audience. They have to employ the edifying angelic laugh to not take the iconoclastic dismissal of everything that they

We could perceive the iconoclastic laugh as borderline nihilistic, dis-

know as meaning too seriously. Otherwise it gets too deranging, the drive

mantling in one bodily reaction the hierarchies we have set for ourselves,

home from the Sunday trip in their plumeless driver’s seat Cooper towards

pointing out the canyon of what is postulated by a situation, and what is

the same suburban skies that the devils – who made the pieces to stare

in front of our very eyes. There is a skepticism to the construct of mean-

thoughtfully at – would give their left nut to bury deep in hell.

ing in this laughter, and a pain in its acceptance of the absurdity of it
all. Yet again, the pain diminishes by the virtue of the spasmic laugh,

If we remember Groys’ point, we could suggest that this example above

cause just as there might be a tear behind every laugh, laughing is liber-

could work as an allegory for the dialectic of laughter that forms when

ating and rejuvenating, and makes you a little lighter.

iconophilic media is faced with the iconoclastic artist: media and society
loves a little salt in their tea cup, but shies away from seeing, under-

The iconoclast laughs at the icons, and the narratives surrounding

standing or being changed profoundly by the iconoclastic intention, which

them, happily unknowing of the fate that awaits them after having bro-

exactly seeks to break its narratives. Society employs the angelic laugh for

ken open the museum doors (the gold frame, the glass montres!). And the

reasons of self-preservation, taking art with a pinch of salt, but hardly the

laugh of the iconoclast work itself is indeed the demonic one: isn’t it so

whole salty subversive sea that would makes its very blood coagulate.

with most of the works of great iconoclasts like Duchamp, or Oldenburg,
or even modern greats like Lars von Trier, Martin Creed or Jonathan Monk

Let me finish by remarking on the paradox of the lightness that lies

for instance? What action is Duchamp’s Fountain performing, if it is not

in laughing in deep, serious realization of the whole. One may think humor

laughing?

is a cynical discipline, always bringing us down to Earth, by virtue of
denying the grander narratives. Indeed it might seem like a paradox that

In Boris Groys’ essay The Politics of Equal Aesthetic Rights, he exam-

wisdom (here: knowledge of the totality) and humor are linked. Our old

ines how the modern art museum history is essentially iconoclast, and how

friend Peter Sloterdijk remarks that “there is deep hilarity in wisdom”.

every new movement sought to break the images of the past. Groys points

I will contest the point that one could make that humor only serves to

to the importance of the museum in times where tastes are generated by

bring down the people flying too high. Why? Because in the humor, an invi-

the media, which is essentially iconophilic, in love with the iconic image

tation is also to be found. An acknowledgement that it’s everyone’s game,

(eg. the Twin Towers Falling, the Abu Ghraib prison pictures).

and that there are no real rules or hierarchies – those are constructs.
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It might

be so that the nature of the modern art museum is iconoclastic, but it

There is a telling passage in Nietzsche’s Also Sprach Zarathustra, where a

might also be too idealistic to suggest that the prompt to break is actu-

tightrope walker falls down from his rope and is about to die. The tight-

ally carried out, when the marketing departments of the musea at the same

rope walker expresses concern for his soul to Zarathustra, who is there

time are speculating to create the next big (iconic) selfie magnet, the

with him. To dismiss this concern Zarathustra tells the tightrope walker

likes of Kusama or Mark Bradford.

not to worry about it, as “your soul will be dead even before your body”.49
This may be Nietzsche’s best and funniest bark at Plato (Christianity) and

48 see 43

49 Kaufmann, Walter: Portable Nietzsche, Penguin Books, 1976, p. 131 (Zarathustra’s Prologue, chapter VI)

the idea of dualism. Besides that it is very funny. What is so remarkable
about the passage is that it contains the essence of Nietzsche’s philosophy (Zarathustra goes on to praise the tightrope walker for ‘making danger
his vocation’, and for this reason proclaims that he will bury the tightrope walker with his own hands),50 which is a liberation from concern and
an allowance. You have to face the great problem of your own mortality, and

Let’s return to the initial problem I mentioned of being in opposition

the absurd circumstance that you are put here on this lonely planet. But

to something that actively wants to be opposed. This was our initial inqui-

once you have realised this, holding no illusions, it’s open game.

ry: how to find ways to actually subvert, how to use creative competence to
make a progressive impact on the world – and how to avoid postmodern apa-

The same is at the core of Diogenes, his message being: “we are here.
The body is a Form! Deal with it instead of inventing ghosts!”. And, well,

thy and nihilism, riding into the open roads of change on the purring art
motorcycle?

Alexander was shadowing the sun, and he should stop doing that, for the sun
is the truth.

Secretly, and quite discreetly, we could translate the inquiry to be the
eternal question: How to have a meaningful life consisting of activities

Diogenes’ masturbation in public is the ultimate accept of the body,

that matter somewhat? We all want to engage in meaningful activity and find

a self-allowance that comes from and absence of illusions about the true

ourselves in energetic milieus where particles move and spark. If art today

nature of the human. The acknowledgement of the absolute circumstance of

is “reduced to an empty exercise that, as Fukuyama claims, offers the last

being put on this planet, doomed, allows us to loosen up. Like Camus’ Sisy-

men an escape from their petty bourgeois existence”,52 then I’m out! And you?

phus figure: walking down to roll the stone back up the hill, Sisyphus is
essentially free.51 Free because he accepts the absurdity of his fate. And

If the activity is only a superficial reproduction of the existing, a

just as Nietzsche’s message might come across as endlessly cynical, shat-

recurrence, a null sum game where different people employ different posi-

tering every illusion, it would be very wrong to reduce it only to a cyni-

tions just to defend their identities, the attraction in art making is hard

cal message. It would be truer to posit that the humoristic cynical utter-

to eye. Art becomes empty exercise in a cultural conversation, where art

ing always carries its own negative within it – that there in the humour,

claims there is a conversation with society, when there is in fact none,

making-kids-cry-since-412-B.C. as it might be, always is a hope for emanci-

and when the people in power have success to claim that there is no con-

pation, and an allowance to oneself and others to step out of the construct

frontation, and that everyone loves each other and agrees. The power to

and one’s illusions and live. An almost romantic idea that negates notions

define this non-confrontation is crucial. For example the over-identifying

such as routine, automatic seeing and living, and a serious invitation to

artists can turn this simulation of a non-conflict into an advantage, by

do what you want to do, to be who you want to be. We also owe to Duchamp’s

putting the conundrum of a burden on the, say, powerful capitalist to come

urinal not only to have it be mentioned as a laughing pun or mood-kill-

out critically against expressions that are the products of their very own

er. Fountain is a glacier, so iconoclastic that it broke free of even its

logic.

maker’s intentions, now standing and squirting as one of the most serious
invitations in art history. Its genius being the claim: “if I can do this,
you can do anything”.

It is not a meaningful cultural conversation, when actions can only
affect each other within their own realm, and if art becomes like the IKEA
ball pit for kids, a place that the artists can go to while the adults
(society) do their business. Art can be a continent – and there sure is
something nice about a beautiful continent, where paintings and sculptures
and performances flourish – but insofar that art is engaging with questions
outside ‘itself’, it seems apparent that the continents must, if not come
together in a Pangaea, then strive to talk to each other and listen to each
other, for the sake of a vibrant culture.

50 see 48
51 Camus, Albert: The Myth of Sisyphus, translated by Justin O'Brien, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc, 1955

52 BAVO: Front cover text

As artists, we need to refuse the kind of being-in-opposition that is

The art that fails to reach out of its own circles, has its head up its
own ass. Although this might be a warm place full of sour white wine and

automated, of formulating ‘alternative dreams’ for the political power to

intelligently wrinkled foreheads (excuse the image), it also seems quite an

praise for its ambition and then doing nothing about. We shall refuse to do

isolated place, and most definitely a place where most action is disabled –

what is expected of us in this sense. Becoming anticipated critique is like

an echo chamber (for Bosch’s score).

running to the castle to kill with daggers, when the castle has a moat and
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This art world also risks (and now we

see why!) becoming a joke in other realms of society. That doesn’t mean that

crocodiles and badasses in bulletproof vests shooting you down with their

the outside is right to perceive it that way, but it’s a shame to see also

uzis (and later praising your honourable attempt to revolt). They need to

generous kickass endeavours existing in darkness, marginalized, hated on.

not know what’s coming and how, and for this, we should work on stepping
out of the expectation, including our own expectation to ourselves – stop

In the current landscape, the power proclaims to like critique, to like

by default shielding ourselves with art’s autonomy, quit art’s own identity

art – they hang it in their beautiful offices. However, this doesn’t mean

politics (the little brother complexes to commercial Big Brothers Film and

that there is an absence of real conflict. We just have to be smart in

Music), and proclaim our right to opacity. This requires a stern belief in

the way we take a critical stand. In an interview, Danish poet Søren Ulrik

art’s flexibility, and the courage not to be seen as art at all.

Thomsen had a fun take on the impotence of the rebel in today’s society.
In his view, the boheme’s crisis was caused by the fact that he had been

This doesn’t mean I am not flat-on-my-face in love with art’s qualities:

adopted by the mainstream: “I am reactionary in the sense that I believe in

all this beautiful discipline has to offer. Like every good album, let me

a society that is reactionary enough for it to be possible to be boheme.”

sing a tender love song towards the end: what is so remarkable about art is

The interview is a few years old, and in these few years we have now come

that it can embody meaning, radiate aura, remind us of the poetry of exis-

to a political reality, where progressive states are priding themselves

tence by turning our heads to see from different viewpoints, and to notice

with their full acceptance of everyone’s uniqueness. Identity politics is

details that we overlooked. Art can help us re-imagine our very existence,

becoming practical day-to-day politics.

enter from different ports of entry, imagine ourselves as the Other, point
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to the flexibility of our experience – in short, make our lives more interThis clearly has its advantages: of course lawmakers should exhib-

esting and manifold. And, it can help us access ‘the reservoir of the sub-

it acceptance of the different, and make laws that advocate equality. The

conscious thinking and meaning55’, and not only challenge discourses, as

acceptance only becomes problematic, if it is fake, a hugging of the coun-

I have outlined here, but maybe transcend the discursive altogether. It’s

terpart, or counterargument, that serves to rob it of its ammunition, and

exactly because of art’s qualities that we could all benefit from its osmo-

to hide real friction. Say, if the capitalists that claim to see the flaws

sis into every cell of society.

in the system, or the politicians legislating on climate change would just
put their money where their mouths are, there would be no problem. The move

In this text, I have suggested ways to operate for the artist that I

of the real cynic is claiming that everyone is inside, that we are all on

find meaningful: ephemerally, satirically, and by means of over-identifi-

the same team – in order to erase the formal conflict – while having an

cation. These strategies align with my personal ethos, which is what it

interest in keeping things the same. This is real cowardice, tactically

will always come down to: humans acting in accord with their ethics, like

proclaiming consensus, when actually being an agent in a democracy that

Havel’s view of dissent, to insist on acting out one’s humanity. I believe

consists of different (and hidden) interests, opaque power, and more or

that this is attainable for every individual, and may I add: to insist on

less powerful discourses.

the system’s humanity, wherever one finds oneself in it. With dissent like
this, and healthy laughter bursting bubbles, we can undress the emperor,

We need to criticise the cynics who throw this kind of smoke bombs into

and alternative discourses pick up steam. I believe in the light, and on

the discussion, like The Yes Men did with their Bhopal Stunt, and under-

top of that I have the Sisyphean burden of being an optimist – the unshak-

stand ourselves as empowering different discourses in society in order to

able belief that things matter. So, allow me to be optimistic: I am for an

avoid becoming apathetic cynics.

art of radical lightness, and with these thoughts in mind, I hope we can
all go towards the light.
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